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Preface
Improving athletic performance encompasses every tiny alteration
done with the intent to be faster, stronger, and more competitive.
Cutting-edge technology is one area that has not been fully
embraced until recently as a tool for the pursuit of physiological
gains. Specifically power meters have been seized upon by cyclists
as a means to improve performance, and the interest has both
sparked demand and broadened the category to offer a range of
power meters with a variety of designs, features and prices.
Crank axle-based power meters have specific advantages
over other types of power meters such as superior shock and
contaminate resistance, lower susceptibility to temperature
variability, and lower rotational mass.
Most coaches and sport scientists will agree that there are three
main components of training: frequency, duration, and intensity.
Frequency and the duration of the activity can be easily tracked with
the use of stopwatches and a calendar to plan out the frequency of
workouts. However, intensity is difficult to accurately monitor without
the use of advanced technology. Precisely measuring intensity
levels can prevent overtraining and can keep the athlete within a
calculated output during competition. Cycling intensity is measured
in watts, which is a unit of power. Power is a direct measurement of
force applied to the crank over time and provides the true output
of the athlete.
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In the past measuring intensity levels accurately was only possible in
a laboratory environment and was cost-prohibitive for most athletes.
These included bulky heart rate monitoring devices as well as indoor
ergometers with power measuring capabilities. Now heart rate
monitors are small and light and a reasonably affordable training
tool. However as power meters continue to come down in price,
their superior accuracy as a training device in comparison to a heart

rate monitor becomes available to a wider portion of the cycling
public. Power meters do not suffer from variability inherent in heart
rate monitors due to environmental or physiological conditions (i.e.
temperature, hydration, altitude, rest, stress, caffeine etc.). There
are many uses for power meters including more accurate workouts,
pacing in races and training, discovering areas of weakness, tracking
improvements over time, and recording and analyzing files in detail.
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Technology in Training
The category of power meters has broadened rapidly in recent years
and, while there are many different power meters, most of them work
in a similar fashion. The majority use a combination of cadence or
speed sensors and strain gauges, which measure the force applied
to the drivetrain by the rider. Others use accelerometers and
anemometers — or chain vibration sensors, to estimate rider output.
Depending on the type of system used, there can be a number of
differences such as data metrics, accuracy, placement and price.
Strain gauge-based power meters tend to offer more accurate
and precise data. Strain gauges and sensors can be located in any
component that yields to force, such as the crank spider, rear hub,
pedal, bottom bracket axle, or crank arms. Gauges located in the spider
or hub can only measure net power from the rider and can’t separate
right and left leg outputs with the same accuracy as crank arm and
pedal-based systems. Crank arm and pedal-based systems can also
measure negative forces generated on the upstroke in each individual
leg, giving far greater insight to the rider’s form and technique.
Power meters have become an important training tool for most
cycling disciplines including road, triathlon, cyclocross, mountain
bike, BMX, and track. The rider can focus specifically on the
demands of the race and type of course and focus his/her training
on specific goals. For an endurance event such as a mountain bike
marathon or Ironman triathlon, pacing becomes very important.
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The knowledge and performance advantages gained from training
and planning with a power meter will allow the athlete to ride at
his/her maximum sustainable output for the duration of the event,
thereby yielding the best possible performance. For shorter events
that require high-intensity efforts such as BMX, sprint finishes, and
cyclocross, a power meter becomes increasingly useful in short
interval workouts at certain intensity levels. Regardless of cycling
discipline, a power meter can be used for precise training intervals,
tempo workouts, and long paced efforts.
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Installing science inside
As mentioned previously, power meter placement on the bike
benefits the rider in many ways with the primary drawback
being price. In the pro peloton, every second counts toward
a victory, a huge prize payout, product endorsements, and/
or a multi-year contract. A cyclist who is less-concerned with
measuring power with pinpoint accuracy but who’s interested
in improving performance, would likely opt for a power meter
that’s able to reveal data based on a more ethereal concept: his/
her distinct pedaling style. This includes whether the cyclist tends
to sprint, pace in an aero position, do more standing climbs,
pedal inconsistently (as can happen with mountain biking), or
ride on terrain where contaminants can easily enter the power
meter. Protecting power meters from shock, contamination, and
fluctuating temperatures would provide another convincing
argument to choose one power meter over another.
Spindle-based power meters first debuted more than 10 years
ago but failure to provide support, an unsustainably high defective
return rate, and the resulting economic turbulence from these
challenges diminished hopes for a power meter with promising
prospects. Early models of spindle-based power meters measured
torsion via optical sensor in the bottom bracket spindle and
transferred data through a wire emerging from the bottom bracket
shell. Newer models place strain gauges on opposite sides of the
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crank axle, transfer data via ANT+™ protocol, and are entirely
encased in the bottom bracket, protected from outside exposure.
A crank axle-based power meter would also be less affected by
temperature as opposed to — for example, a spider-based power
meter, which expands significantly with heat.
With strain gauges and an accelerometer placed inside the crank
axle, direct force measurement from the crank renders valuable
metrics such as torque effectiveness, pedal smoothness, and crank
angle data on the non-drive side. A growing trend in non-circular
chainrings, referring specifically to ROTOR Q-Rings in this instance,
raises the question of how power numbers could be affected by their
oval shape. Power meters that assume a constant speed and measure
direct force only once per second show incorrect power numbers
for non-circular chainrings. A precise crank axle-based power meter
has the ability to measure at a higher sampling rate, multiple times
per second with more precise measurement. This allows for more
accurate data collection as well as better analysis of the pedal stroke.
By measuring exact crank angle data, one can also find his/her
optimum chainring angle for non-circular chainrings.
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Torque Effectiveness, Pedal Smoothness,
and Optimum Chainring Angle
Torque Effectiveness is the ratio of total torque versus positive torque. Pedal Smoothness is simply average power versus maximum power.
During intervals, tempo workouts or constant efforts, it is important to try and create an even power output throughout the pedal stroke.
Related to a complete pedal rotation, the Optimum Chainring Angle is the angle from the dead spot at the highest point and measured in
degrees, in which the effort’s barycenter is located.
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Conclusion
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power=force* velocity
P=F* v= F* (ω* d)= T* ω

Power meters have transformed athletic performance in cycling to
bring advanced training technology to a greater number of cyclists
for whom training with a power meter was previously exclusive and
costly. Changes to the technology for measuring power took training
out of the laboratory and into the field to gain insight into how an
athlete trains and races in actual circumstances directly related to
performance. Power meter design and positioning on the bike have
evolved power meters even more to afford cyclists various metrics,
install options, and pricing. A power meter that could avoid threats
to its data recording and processing — like shock or contamination
from exposure, and could analyze pedaling technique to reveal not
only how much direct force is applied in a single pedal rotation but
where, would give a cyclist more insight into his/her strength (and
weaknesses) than previously available. The crank axle-based power
meter that can overcome past market challenges, that possesses all
the features currently trending in power meters, and can fine-tune a
cyclist’s power output by optimizing chainring position would lead
to physiological performance gains previously unrealized.

P is power in watts.
F is force applied to the pedals in Newtons (or kg).
ω is angular speed; cadence in rpm.
d is crank arm length, fixed for a given product.
T is torque.
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